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Safety: It is your own responsibility to ensure that you work safely and that equipment (especially mains-operated power
supplies) is soundly built and adequately housed. If you are in any doubt about your understanding of the information
given or referred to in this download, or about your ability to work safely, you should seek the help of a qualified person.
This is the earliest article found so far to feature a photograph of a Davey prototype. Unfortunately the quality of the
original paper and the limitations of the printing process make it hard to pick out details.
Construction
Very complete details are given for a typical solid-baseboard chassis with ebonite front panel and rear terminal strips.
Copper foil is specified for screening; this has to be kept clear of the wavechange switches which carry HT. A
comprehensive components list appears too.
Power supply
An isolated power supply is included in the circuit diagram, but is not described in the text. HT is provided by a diode
voltage doubler. The heater supply is centre-tapped to ground. All valves specified are 4-volt types.
Coil
The aerial circuit is untuned. For the tuned circuit, which forms the coupling between RF and detector stages, Davey
specifies a Lissen triple-range short-wave coil. The unwanted windings are shorted by two separate switches.
RF stage
The tuned circuit forms the route (somewhat roundabout on the circuit diagram!) through which the anode receives HT.
Davey carefully points out the need for a non-inductive capacitor for decoupling this stage.
Detector stage
A conventional leaky-grid-with-reaction stage. The primary of the interstage transformer is conventionally series-wired in
the anode circuit.
Output stage
As this stage is auto-biased, the "GB" terminal of the interstage transformer secondary (usually connected to a grid bias
battery) is led to ground. An output transformer is presumed to be fitted to the speaker, if used. As the power supply is
isolated, Davey considers the set suitable for using with headphones too, although he recommends an output filter for
additional isolation and to combat any residual hum.

